
1. Introduction
With changing climate, water availability is changing all over the world (Guan et al., 2022; Konapala et al., 2020; 
Koutroulis et al., 2019; Mekonnen & Hoekstra, 2016; Pokhrel et al., 2021). The change may be an increase or a 
decrease in overall water availability. Before creating bespoke mitigation, management, and/or adaptation plans 
at watershed to river basin scales, it is critical to first map the extent and trend of these impacts. This is especially 
challenging as the impacts on water availability depend on complex interactions between multiple hydrological 
processes within a region (Ravazzani et al., 2015; Viola et al., 2021; Weiskel et al., 2007). Over the years, numer-
ous process-based models (Kollet & Maxwell, 2006; Kumar et al., 2009; VanderKwaak & Loague, 2001) have 
been developed to study water availability under a changing climate. However, the limitation to such approaches 
is the unavailability of good quality observation data to parameterize the participating hydrological process 
(Telteu et al., 2021; Teshome et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2004). In addition, many of the model parameters, such 
as vegetation properties are expected to change in a changing climate (Bouaziz et al., 2022), leading to added 
uncertainty in future water availability predictions. Although significant advances have been made in models of 
vegetation dynamics, large uncertainties remain (Fisher et al., 2018; Koyen et al., 2020; Martens et al., 2021). In 
this study, we use an alternative approach based on a parsimonious Budyko curve-based method, which implicitly 
accounts for the co-evolution of vegetation properties (Gan et al., 2021), to predict changes in water availability 
in 331 river basins in the contiguous US (CONUS).

Budyko curves can be used to assess water availability, and potential changes in it, with changing climate and 
land cover (Xu et al., 2014). Teng et al. (2012) demonstrated that the framework can perform comparable to 
process-based models in studying climate change impacts. The method has been used globally. For example, 
Singh and Kumar (2015) used a bottom-up probabilistic Budyko analysis to study water availability in India. 
Gunkel and Lange (2017) used the output of the hydrological model, global climate products, and the Budyko 
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curve to study water scarcity in the data-scarce Lower Jordan River basin. Guan et  al.  (2021) used Budyko 
framework to estimate future projections of runoff in 10 river basins across China. Carmona et al. (2014) used 
the Budyko framework on 190 Model Parameter Estimation Project (MOPEX) catchments across the CONUS 
to estimate water availability, and reported spatial and temporal space-time symmetry of annual water balances. 
Greve et al. (2015) introduced a probabilistic Budyko framework to evaluate the predictability of water avail-
ability across various catchment characteristics. Gudmundsson et al. (2016) extended this framework to study 
the sensitivity of water availability to changes in aridity index. In a similar study, Berghuijs et al. (2017) used 
Budyko curve to study the sensitivity of runoff to changes in precipitation, PET, and other variables. In fact, 
numerous other studies have also employed the Budyko curve to assess the impact of land cover and climate 
changes on water availability (Abatzoglou, 2013; Abera et al., 2019; Greve et al., 2018; Li & Quiring, 2022). 
Although the studies noted above, and many more, have used Budyko curve to study water availability sensi-
tivity and inter-annual variations in water budget components, an urgent question that remains unanswered is 
which river basins will become more vulnerable in terms of water availability in the future climate and how 
this vulnerability is changing within different aridity zones. Furthermore, it is still unknown whether the basins 
becoming vulnerable, is it contributed largely by changes in precipitation or potential evapotranspiration. This 
study addresses the two aforementioned questions by estimating climate change-induced vulnerability to water 
availability over 331 Hydrologic Unit Code-06 (HUC06) basins (Berelson et al., 2004) in the CONUS using the 
Budyko framework.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Budyko Framework

The Budyko curve, developed by Budyko (1961) for basins greater than 1,000 km 2, indicates the long-term 
partitioning of precipitation into evapotranspiration in a river basin as a function of the aridity index. It 
has been used to simulate long-term ET/P based on PET/P, where P is precipitation, ET is evapotranspi-
ration and PET is potential evapotranspiration. Since its first development, many derivations of the curve 
have also been developed (Fu,  1981; L. Zhang et  al.,  2001; Pike,  1964; Schreiber,  1904). Fu's derivation 
(Fu, 1981; Zhang et  al.,  2004) is a popular one-parameter relationship analytically derived from the basic 
Budyko relationship. This study uses Fu's derivation (Equation 1) to simulate evaporation based on potential 
evapotranspiration.

ET
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= 1 +

PET
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The Fu parameter ω captures the influence of non-climatic factors such as soil, topography, and vegetation prop-
erties on basin water partitioning. Uncertainty in estimating ω may adversely affect the predictability of water 
availability (Budyko, 1961; Greve et al., 2015; Gunkel & Lange, 2017; Guo et al., 2019; Singh & Kumar, 2015; 
Wang & Tang, 2014; Zhang et al., 2004). Here Fu's parameter ω is calibrated using basin-aggregated long-term 
(2001–2022) average annual PET and ET from Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer Version 6 Evap-
otranspiration/Latent Heat Flux product (MODIS), and precipitation from North American Land Data Assimila-
tion System-phase 2 (NLDAS-2). To calibrate ω, a nonlinear objective function (Equation 2) that minimizes root 
mean square error (RMSE) between Budyko-estimated actual ET and ET from MODIS is used.
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It is to be noted that the scope of this study is solely to evaluate changes in water budget due to alterations in the 
ecohydrological response of river basins due to changes in climate. We do not account for the impacts of altera-
tions in human water consumption and anthropogenically influenced land cover. That would necessitate dynamic 
modeling of ω (Li & Quiring, 2022).
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2.2. Evaluation of P and PET for the Future Period (2081–2100)

First, an average percentage change in precipitation (P) and potential evapotranspiration (PET) between 2015–
2034 and 2081–2100 is evaluated. It is to be noted that 2015–2034 is the closest period to the base period during 
which projected data from Inter-Sectoral Impact Model Intercomparison Project (ISIMIP) is available. Percent-
age change in P and PET between the two periods is then used to obtain their future projections by accounting for 
the fractional change to P and PET respectively. Given that the Budyko method implicitly accounts for the coev-
olution of vegetation (Gan et al., 2021) with changing climate, the approach used here provides a parsimonious 
and computationally efficient means to estimate ET in a future climate. Notably, unlike the land surface models 
that are often used for prediction of ET and other water fluxes under a future climate, this approach is not vexed 
with parametrization challenges.

2.3. Assessment of Water Availability and Basin's Vulnerability in a Changing Climate

Long-term water availability (WA), also called a renewable water resource, can be estimated as precipitation 
minus actual evapotranspiration (EU, 2015; Gunkel & Lange, 2017; Singh & Kumar, 2015).

WA = P − ET (3)

Given that with changing climate, hydrologically, the river basin is expected to still fall on the same Budyko 
curve (Wang & Hejazi, 2011), Equation 1 can be used to estimate ET in the future period using projected esti-
mates of P and PET (as derived in Section 2.2). Here we use the vulnerability Index (VI) as defined in Singh and 
Kumar (2015) to track the changes in WA to changes in PET and P due to changing climate.

VI =
ΔWA

WA
× 100 =

WAProjetced − WABase Year

WABase Year

× 100 (4)

Negative values of VI indicate areas getting more vulnerable or with less available water, while positive values 
indicate areas having more water availability.

2.4. Assessment of the Relative Role of Hydroclimatological Controls on VI

Given that negative ΔP (=PProjected − PBaseYear) and positive ΔPET (=PETProjected − PETBaseYear) enhances water 
vulnerability, basins experiencing increased vulnerability with changing climate or in other words with VI < 0 
could be either due to changes in ΔP or ΔPET or both. Instances of VI < 0 but positive ΔP indicate that changes 
in precipitation do not contribute to increased vulnerability in these basins. Conversely, for basins with VI < 0 
but with negative ΔPET, it can be concluded that only reductions in precipitation is the cause for vulnerability. 
For the basins where both changes in P and PET contribute to VI < 0, we can quantify the relative contribution 
of these variables on VI. To this end, ΔWA or the numerator of the right hand side of Equation 4 is rewritten as:

ΔWA =
𝜕𝜕WA
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The contribution of ΔP and ΔPET to ΔWA is given by the first and second terms, respectively, of the right hand 
side of Equation 5. Using Equations 1–3, 𝐴𝐴
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After partial differentiation, the above terms reduce to
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The relative contributions (RCs) of changes in P and PET to increased vulnerability or VI < 0 can now be calcu-
lated as:

RC[∆𝑃𝑃 ] =

𝜕𝜕WA

𝜕𝜕P
△𝑃𝑃

∆WA
and RC[∆PET] =

𝜕𝜕WA

𝜕𝜕PET
△PET

∆𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊

 (8)

Equations 5–8 indicate that the relative contributions of ∆P and ∆PET in the different aridity zones depend on 
the projected changes in P, PET, and the prevailing hydroclimateology in the basins.

3. Study Area and Data Used
The study is conducted in 331 out of 335 HUC06 basins in the CONUS. Four HUC06 basins, viz., Ventura-San 
Gabriel Coastal (HUC06 code = 180701), Upper South Saskatchewan River (HUC06 code = 090400), Onslow 
Bay (HUC06 code = 030203) and Mid Atlantic Coastal (HUC06 code = 020403), are left out from the analysis 
due to boundary issues related to zonal statistics computations. Except for the Lower Mississippi-Baton Rouge 
basin (HUC06 code = 080701), all basins in HUC06 have an area greater than 1,000 Km 2.

Precipitation (P), evapotranspiration (ET), and potential evapotranspiration (PET) data are used in the ensuing 
analysis. A 20-year analysis period (also called the base period, hereafter) from 2001 to 2020, is used for genera-
tion of Budyko curve for each river basin. Precipitation is extracted from NLDAS-2 data set. NLDAS-2 provides 
estimates of climatological properties by combining data from multiple sources of observations and reanalysis 
(Xia et al., 2012). ET and PET are extracted from MODIS Version 6 Evapotranspiration/Latent Heat Flux product 
(Running et al., 2021). MODIS gives estimates of ET and PET using Penman-Monteith equation and remotely 
sensed data. The ET from MODIS has been previously validated using observations at eddy covariance flux 
towers (Running et al., 2021). The gridded hourly NLDAS-2 and the 8-day MODIS (ET and PET) data are aggre-
gated to annual values per grid. These annual values are then averaged over HUC06 basins to estimate annual 
basin values using google earth engine.

To assess the impacts on water availability in a future climate, projected precipitation and other climate variables 
from five climate models of the sixth phase of Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6) for 2015–2034 
and 2081–2100 are used. We use an ensemble of models as the climate projections may vary depending on the 
climate model used. In this regard, Climate models from Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL), Insti-
tut Pierre Simon Laplace (IPSL), Max Planck Institute (MPI), Meteorological Research Institute (MRI) and UK 
Earth System Model (UKESM) are used in this study. The projected climate data is obtained from the ISIMIP 
data portal (ISIMIP3b, 2022). The data sets are bias-corrected and statistically downscaled. Two future scenarios 
from the climate models are used, the higher CO2 emission scenario, SSP585, and the lower emission scenario, 
SSP126. Scenario SSP585 is an update of RCP8.5 while SSP126 is an optimistic remake of RCP2.6. More details 
regarding the concerned data, including their spatio-temporal resolution are listed in Table S1 in Supporting 
Information S1. PET for the two periods (2015–2034 and 2081–2100) is calculated using the Community Water 
Model (CWatM) (Burek et al., 2020), an open-source global hydrological model that uses the Penman-Monteith 
method (Allen et al., 1998) to estimate PET. PET is calculated independently using climate data from five differ-
ent models and for both scenarios.

4. Results and Discussions
4.1. Effectiveness of Fitted Budyko Curves for ET Estimation

Fu's parameter, ω (see Equation 1), is calibrated to minimize RMSE between Budyko estimated evapotranspira-
tion and evapotranspiration from MODIS. For the base period (2001–2020), the average RMSE over all selected 
HUC06 basins in the CONUS is 0.074. The RMSE distribution in Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1 shows 
the goodness of fit of derived ω in the basins. Notably, coastal areas such as Salton Sea, San Francisco Bay 
and Central California have large RMSE (Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1). It could be due to extreme 
droughts during the base period (Maurer et al., 2022). Expectedly, ω shows significant spatial variations over the 
US (Figure S2 in Supporting Information S1) with values ranging from 1.1 to 3 (Figure S3 in Supporting Infor-
mation S1). The estimated median ω value over the HUC06 basins is 1.68 with a mean of 1.67.

To assess the representativeness of ω, respective long-term ET estimates for each basin are plotted against MODIS 
estimates (Figure S6 in Supporting Information S1). Fitted ω values for each basin result in close correlation with 
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the MODIS ET data set. Notably, ET estimates based on the median ω = 1.68 and the default Budyko ω = 2.6 
show large discrepancies from the MODIS actual ET values. The results highlight that using single ω across all 
basins may have a substantial impact on ET estimation, and consequently assessment of water availability, as has 
been also reported by many previous studies (Greve et al., 2015; Gunkel & Lange, 2017; Guo et al., 2019; Koppa 
et al., 2021; Singh & Kumar, 2015; Wang & Tang, 2014; Xu et al., 2013; Yao et al., 2020).

4.2. Hydroclimatological Classification of Selected Basins

Here we use a (Middleton & Thomas, 1992) classification based on aridity index (AI), which is the ratio of 
potential evapotranspiration and precipitation. AI ≤ 1.5, 1.5 < AI ≤ 2, 2 < AI ≤ 5, and AI > 5 correspond to 
humid, sub-humid, semi-arid, and arid regions. Among the 331 basins, 187 are humid, 28 are sub-humid, 75 
are semi-arid, and 41 are arid. We estimate AI of each basin for both SSP585 and SSP126 scenarios and find 
that 88.22% and 96.37% of basins, respectively, remain in their current aridity zone classification (Figure S4 in 
Supporting Information S1). The Fu's parameter shows contrasts for basins failing within distinct hydroclimatic 
classifications (Figure S5 in Supporting Information S1).

4.3. Vulnerability of Water Availability With Changing Climate

The impact of changing climate on water availability is tracked using the vulnerability index (VI), as estimated 
using Equation 4. Results show significant spatial heterogeneity in VI across basins (Figure 1). VI also varies 
between scenarios and between climate models (Figures S7 and S10 in Supporting Information S1). For ensuing 
analyses, the median VI is first evaluated for each basin. Most HUC06 basins in the Northwest, West, Ohio Valley 
and Northeast show minimal vulnerability. Basins such as Arkansas-Keystone, Lower Cimarron, Lower North 

Figure 1. Spatial distribution of vulnerability index in (a) SSP126, and (b) SSP585 scenarios. (c) Map of vulnerable basins 
under SSP126 and SSP585 scenarios.
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Canadian, Lower Canadian, Verdigris, and Missouri-Nishnabotna are vulnerable in both SSP126 and SSP585 
scenarios. There are also basins, such as Rio Grande-Amistad basin, that are vulnerable only in the SSP126 
scenario. On the other hand, basins in the Upper Midwest, Western Ohio Valley, and Southern US show relatively 
high vulnerability to climate change in the higher emission scenario. This is largely attributable to an increase in 
PET in the Upper Midwest US and the combined effect of reduced precipitation and increased PET in the South-
ern US (Figure S11 in Supporting Information S1). Alarmingly, some basins in arid regions, such as Santa Cruz 
in Arizona, are projected to have lower water availability, exacerbating the prevailing dry conditions in the basins. 
Most arid basins in the West (Northwest, Southwest, and West North Central) are predicted to have an increase 
in water availability in 2081–2100 in both SSP126 and SSP585 scenarios. Notably, the overall spatial distribution 
of VI is similar even when it is evaluated as the mean across climate models for each river basin (Figures S12 to 
S14 in Supporting Information S1).

The box plots (Figure S8 in Supporting Information S1) of VI in different aridity zones show that most of the 
humid and arid basins are not under water stress due to climate change, as the median VI for most of these basins 
are greater than zero in both the SSP126 and SSP585 scenarios. On the other hand, most sub-humid and semi-arid 
basins are vulnerable under the SSP585 scenario. Overall, the results show that fewer basins are affected by water 
scarcity under the SSP126 scenario. The SSP585 scenario, on the other hand, predicts less water availability in 
most sub-humid and semi-arid basins. In the SSP585 scenario a larger fraction of sub-humid and semi-arid basins 
are vulnerable (Table 1), however, there are also a large number of vulnerable humid basins overall.

4.4. Parsing the Relative Controls on Water Vulnerability With Changing Climate

Scatter plots of median VI across climate models (GFDL, IPSL, MPI, MRI, and UKESM) for each basin, lying in 
different aridity zones is drawn (Figure 2) to assess how basins' vulnerability is affected by the projected changes 
in P and PET. The median of VI, ΔP, and ΔPET over all basins is calculated for both SSP126 and SSP585 
scenarios. The blue colors show VI > 0%, the yellow colors show −10% < VI < 0%, and the red colors show 
VI < −10%. Circles indicate the SSP126 scenario, and triangles indicate the SSP585 scenario. Figure 2 shows 
that in many instances of VI < 0%, ΔP is positive thus indicating that changes in precipitation do not contribute to 
increased vulnerability in these basins. Further parsing of ΔP and ΔPET for all basins with VI < 0% indicate  that 
there are no basins becoming vulnerable solely as a result of reduced  P.  Table  1 summarizes the causes for 
vulnerability of basins in the different aridity zone classes. 28% and 70% of the total vulnerable basins in SSP126 
and SSP585 scenarios, respectively, experience increased vulnerability only due to increase in PET. Similarly, 
72% and 30% of the total vulnerable basins in SSP126 and SSP585 scenarios, respectively, experience increased 
vulnerability due to both an increase in PET and a decrease in P with changing climate. These results indicate 
that instances of increased vulnerability solely due to the contribution of increase in PET is more frequent for the 
higher CO2 emission scenario (or SSP585). For the SSP585 scenario, a majority of the basins in humid and arid 
regions with VI < 0% experience such solely due to contribution of positive ΔPET. Overall, among the basins 

Zone
Number of vulnerable basins in 

SSP126 scenario
Number of vulnerable basins in 

SSP585 scenario Cause of vulnerability VI < 0

Humid 63 (33.7%) 78 (41.7%) 23 in SSP126 and 71 in SSP585 as a result of PET. This is equivalent to 
37% and 91% of the basins with VI < 0 in the respective scenarios. 
Remaining basins have VI < 0 as a result of changes in both P and PET.

Sub Humid 10 (35.7%) 19 (67.9%) 1 in SSP126 and 10 in SSP585 have VI < 0 contributed by PET. Remaining 
basins experience VI < 0 due to changes in both P and PET.

Semi-Arid 10 (13.3%) 30 (40.0%) In SSP126, there are 2 basins out of 10 (=20%) where VI < 0 is a result of 
PET. Likewise, in SSP585, there are 14 basins out of 30 (=47%) where 
VI < 0 is attributed to PET. For the remaining basins in both scenarios, 
VI < 0 occurs due to changes in both precipitation (P) and potential 
evapotranspiration (PET).

Arid 10 (24.4%) 15 (36.6%) 4 in SSP585 has VI < 0 as a result of PET. Remaining basins experience 
VI < 0 due to changes in both P and PET.

Table 1 
Causes of Vulnerability Under SSP126 and SSP585 Scenarios
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experiencing increase in vulnerability with changing climate, humid basins experience a higher contribution of 
ΔPET more often than others.

For the basins where both changes in P and PET contribute to VI < 0, we quantify the relative contributions of 
both ∆P and ∆PET to VI using Equation 8. Histogram plots of the two contributions are shown in Figure 3 and 
Figure S9 in Supporting Information S1. The plots show that the relative contribution of PET in these basins is 
generally larger than that of P in SSP585 scenario, except in arid settings. However, in the SSP126 scenario, the 
relative dominance of ∆P to vulnerability is generally more prevalent except in humid settings.

5. Conclusions and Synthesis
The study maps the changes in long-term water availability due to projected climate change under a low-emission 
(SSP126) and a higher-emission (SSP585) scenarios. This was achieved by integrating climate predictions in the 
Budyko framework to assess changes in water availability in HUC06 basins over the CONUS. These predictions 
are then used to assess the vulnerability of HUC06 basins, in different aridity settings. Finally, the study evaluates 
the relative role of changes in precipitation and potential evapotranspiration on vulnerability of basins. Results 
show that 28.10% and 42.90% of basins are projected to experience increased vulnerability (i.e., VI < 0%) in low- 
(SSP126) and high- (SSP585) emission scenarios, respectively. Sub-humid basins are projected to most often 
experience increase in vulnerability in both the considered scenarios. We also find that among the vulnerable 
basins, 69.72% and 27.96% of them are affected only by an increase in potential evapotranspiration in SSP585 
and SSP126 scenarios, respectively, while the remaining vulnerable basins are affected by both an increase in 
potential evapotranspiration and a decrease in precipitation. The relative contribution of potential evapotran-
spiration to vulnerability is greater than precipitation in all basins in higher emission scenarios, except in arid 

Figure 2. Vulnerability index values in HUC06 basins in the CONUS (a) humid, (b) sub-humid, (c) semi-arid and (d) arid basins.
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settings. However, in the lower emission scenario, that is, the SSP126, the relative dominance of ∆P to vulner-
ability is generally more prevalent except in humid settings. None of the basins are projected to experience a 
vulnerability increase only due to reduction in precipitation. If we use the averaged projected population data of 
464.495 million people for 2081–2099 from (ISIMIP2b, 2022), it is estimated that the number of people that will 
be exposed to the projected vulnerability will be around 98.09 and 183.5 million people in SSP126 and SSP585 
scenarios, respectively.

It is to be noted that there are many sources of uncertainty when predicting future changes in water availa-
bility, and consequent vulnerability of river basins. For example, available data for model definition may not 
be representative, and climate projections may have uncertainties. Land use and other anthropogenic changes 
will also affect water availability. In addition to sharing these limitations, the Budyko framework used in this 
study does not consider water abstractions other than evaporation. Such effort would require the challenging 
task of dynamic modeling of Budyko parameters (Li & Quiring, 2022), which can introduce additional uncer-
tainty in analysis. Recent studies question Budyko curve validity over time, especially for the future (Jaramillo 
et al., 2022; Reaver et al., 2022). These discrepancies may stem from climate models' inability to account for 
vegetation-climate co-evolution. The data in some watersheds may not fit the Budyko curve due to the absence 
of natural vegetation-water co-evolution as well, driven largely by human activity. Timescale differences 
between vegetation response to climate changes may also impact the Budyko curve's validity for considered 
analysis times. Further studies are needed to fully understand Budyko curve limitations as a function of natural 
vegetation-water-energy co-evolution. It was assumed that there is no significant effect of climate change on land 
use change or on climate seasonality and storminess in the basins for the purpose of simulating water availability 
changes due to climate change alone. Another limitation of this study is that the results depend on the input data 
used. Moreover, the vulnerability index used in this study only accounts for larger time-step budgetary changes 
and does not account for water scarcity induced vulnerability at a finer temporal resolution.

Despite these inherent uncertainties and limitations, this study shows that Budyko curves can be used to estimate 
the vulnerability of future water availability with changes in climate. The study presents a novel methodology 

Figure 3. Relative contributions (RCs) of P and PET in (a) humid, (b) sub-humid, (c) semi-arid and (d) arid basins, experiencing VI < 0 in the SSP585 scenario. Note 
the selected basins are the ones where both ∆P and ∆PET contribute to increase in vulnerability. The blue solid line indicates the mean value and the red dashed line is 
the median.
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to assess whether the changes in precipitation or potential evapotranspiration is the main driver of future water 
vulnerability, and uses it to quantify their individual contributions. As the results show that a sizeable population 
is projected to experience water vulnerability in future climate, the study underscores the urgent need to devise 
long-term solutions to mitigate projected vulnerability of water availability in affected basins.
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